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Background
Eating is one of the most multisensory human experiences (Spence, 2017, 2020). The visual system 
is involved in the selection of foods, and the olfactory and gustatory systems make sense of the 
smell and taste of the food. The proprioceptive system assists in identifying textures and shapes 
of foods, while the auditory system plays a role in the sounds of biting and chewing of foods 
(Spence, 2015; Verhagen, 2007). Practitioners in the field of dysphagia (swallowing disorders) 
primarily consider sensory stimuli such as chemical, tactile and thermal properties in the 
management of individuals with dysphagia (Steele & Miller, 2010; Steele et al., 2015). Despite the 
multisensory nature of eating, acoustic stimuli are not predominately used. This is due to the 
challenging nature of selecting the appropriate food textures, that have robust and consistently 
replicable acoustic properties, yet still safe for consumption for individuals with dysphagia. 
Auditory properties are also not sufficiently foregrounded in comparison to the remaining senses 
in other fields such as cognitive neuropsychology and are often regarded as the neglected or 
‘forgotten flavour sense’ (Spence, 2015).

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has highlighted the vital role of the senses in 
eating. Anosmia and ageusia (i.e. loss of the sense of smell and taste) are symptoms of the 
COVID-19 virus, which can lead to diminished pleasure in eating (Coppin, 2020; Menni et al., 
2020; Parma et al., 2020). Can one still eat and survive with the disabling effects of the loss of smell 
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and taste? Regardless of the temporary loss of these senses, 
an individual may rely on the role of texture and its associated 
acoustic properties for their hedonic or pleasure response 
when eating. This is as a result of the notion of auditory 
salience. Evolutionarily, auditory salience has been 
understood as acoustic properties of food signifying 
freshness, pleasantness and enjoyment (Spence, 2015; Tunick 
et al., 2013; Vickers, 1983).

Indeed, textural properties and acoustic properties are 
intimately connected. For instance, the force applied to a 
texturally hard food sample when biting into the food results 
in the production of vibrations that are transmitted to the ear 
as a wave via two pathways, namely, air-conduction and 
bone-conduction (Duizer, 2001; Vickers & Bourne, 1976). We 
perceive these vibrations as sounds. For the purpose of this 
study, we will refer to the textural, and its associated acoustic, 
properties involved during eating as food textural acoustics. 
There are several fields of enquiry that have alluded to food 
textural acoustics. This includes the well-established fields of 
engineering and physical sciences, gastronomical sciences, 
cognitive neurosciences and dysphagia sciences (see 
Appendix 1 for a review of the established fields that have 
made reference to food textural acoustics). This undeniable 
marriage of texture and acoustics was first recognised within 
the fields of engineering and physical sciences with the 
establishment of the notion of acoustic rheology (Peleg, 2017; 
Zadeike, Jukonyte, Juodeikiene, Bartkiene, & Valatkeviciene, 
2018). We have borrowed from these fields and have chosen 
to use the term food textural acoustics. Although it is well-
known in the aforementioned fields that texturally hard 
foods produce auditory stimuli, for example, crispy or 
crunchy sounds, dysphagia studies of diet textural 
modifications tend to marginalise how texture and acoustic 
properties are closely connected. It is necessary to note that 
textural properties cannot be divorced from its acoustic 
properties when recommending the commonly used 
compensatory strategy of diet textural modifications in 
dysphagia rehabilitation (Cichero, 2018; Cichero et al., 2017; 
Swan, Speyer, Heijnen, Wagg, & Cordier, 2015).

Other fields that are more recent and burgeoning such as the 
multisensory human–food interaction (MSHFI) and 
multisensory eating frameworks have also alluded to food 
textural acoustics. The field of cognitive neuroscience has 
studied acoustic stimuli by foregrounding music and the 
environment and its influence on behaviour and perception 
(Callan, Callan, & Ando, 2018; Carvalho, Wang, Van Ee, & 
Spence, 2016; Höchenberger & Ohla, 2019; Kantono et al., 
2018; Spence, 2015, 2017). However, there is still a gap present 
in the fields at large exploring the influence of acoustic 
stimuli on physiological responses. We have not sufficiently 
considered the physiological responses such as the notion of 
autophony. Autophony refers to how the body generates and 
responds to internal sounds, for instance, sounds produced 
when eating and hearing one’s voice and breathing 
(Harris 2015; Mabaso, Malinga, & Paruk, 2018; Tidball & 
Fagelson, 2018). The various fields that have alluded to this 
construct of food textural acoustics, discussed above, speak to 

its overall construct validity or sensibility. We have chosen to 
use the notion of sensibility because of the complexity and 
marginality of the construct that we are studying. We have 
defined sensibility with reference to sensible knowledge and 
the judgement of the plausibility of a concept (Strati, 2007).

This study is part of a larger cluster of research projects under 
the THRIVE programme. THRIVE is an acronym for 
‘Tackling Hunger by Research and Innovation in Vulnerable 
Environments’ (Pillay, 2013; Pillay & Kathard, 2018). The 
THRIVE programme strives to reposition swallowing and 
feeding in a way that promotes transformative practitioners 
who are concerned with the food security and sovereignty of 
their patients. Individuals with disabilities such as those with 
dysphagia may encounter difficulty in accessing food that is 
affordable and safe for consumption (Pillay, 2013; Pillay & 
Kathard, 2018). This is prevalent particularly in low- to 
middle-income contexts such as South Africa and Brazil. 
Low-to-middle income contexts may present with limited 
access to healthcare professionals, resources and equipment, 
where one can only target and invest in the food provided to 
these individuals. There is a specific THRIVE project that is 
motivated to develop more novel dysphagia interventions 
(Pillay & Kathard, 2018). In this study as part of this project, 
we would like to propose a transformation of the diets for 
patients with dysphagia (refer to Appendix 2 for a history of 
the study that includes three phases). We would like to 
conceptualise alternative methods of developing foods that 
consider the multisensory nature of food and the potential 
therapeutic benefits of acoustic properties. This may drive us 
to connect diet textural modifications to food security from 
the perspective of food safety and the appropriate food 
textures. This includes developing and investing in more 
‘sensory responsive’ foods that in addition to having a 
hedonic response, we hope that these foods will have a 
therapeutic benefit for individuals with dysphagia. It is vital 
to highlight that despite the documented research on the 
hedonic response to food textural acoustics, certain 
individuals may dislike or have unpleasant experiences to 
textural acoustic properties. Sensory aversions and 
misophonia (i.e. a negative emotional reaction and dislike 
triggered by particular sounds such as eating and breathing) 
may also occur in both typical and atypical individuals 
(Little, Dean, Tomchek, & Dunn, 2017; Palumbo, Alsalman, 
Ridder, Song, & Vanneste, 2018).

Objective
To investigate the sensibility of food textural acoustics as a 
construct to understand eating for individuals with 
dysphagia. 

Methods
Study design
The underlying theory of this study originates from 
qualitative evidence synthesis (QES) methodologies with 
regard to creating evidence for a form of knowledge and 
practice. Traditionally in healthcare, researching a theoretical 
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basis of a construct and using the evidence from the scientific 
research may lead to the development of clinical practices 
(Dodd, 2007; Sackett & Rosenberg, 1995). Essentially, we are 
arguing that thoughts (theory) determine our practice 
(clinical practice). We used this broad QES methodologies 
framework in a way that engaged us reflexively as 
researchers. Reflexivity refers to providing ‘attention to the 
complex relationship between the processes of knowledge 
production and the various contexts of such processes, as 
well as the involvement of the knowledge producer’ 
(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009:8). This QES methodology 
study design involved scoping review methods by Arksey 
and O’Malley (2005) and Levac, Colquhoun and O’Brien 
(2010) with an optional adapted consultation phase through 
online focus group discussions (Colquhoun et al., 2017). 
According to Arksey and O’Malley (2005), the consultation 
phase can be used in a variety of forms depending on the 
study aim. In this case, we have adapted and expanded the 
consultation phase by further exploiting it and more closely 
engaging with expert practitioners in the field. This has been 
used to dialogue the experts’ opinions with the published 
literature and scoping review findings regarding the 
construct of food textural acoustics in eating for typical 
adults. Similar to other fields of enquiry, this information 
may be applied to individuals with dysphagia. 

Data sources
This study involved two main interconnected data sources: 
(1) published, peer-reviewed articles obtained via seven 
databases, detailed below, and (2) online focus group 
discussions with six world experts. We reviewed the 
published articles over a 40-year period (1980–2020). We also 
conducted focus group discussions with six world experts 
from several fields to gather their opinions on the construct 
of food textural acoustics in eating. This method will be 
expanded on in the next section. We hoped that this would 
inform a novel way of understanding the construct and its 
potential clinical application to the field of dysphagia. We 
have intentionally revealed the identities of the world 
experts, with their permission, to initiate a conversation and 
to develop a community of practice from a variety of fields 
regarding the construct of food textural acoustics.

Data collection
We used the following methods to design the revised scoping 
review methodology; Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-analyses extension for Scoping Reviews 
(PRISMA-ScR) framework (Schultz et al., 2018; Tricco et al., 
2018), and guidelines by Joanna Briggs Institute (Moola et al., 
2015) for the search strategy. These methods were used to 
systematically and comprehensively map concepts and the 
distribution across the fields (Levac et al., 2010). The revised 
scoping review included the following: (1) a pilot study that 
was conducted by an external reviewer to assist in planning the 
main study and analysing its validity (In, 2017), (2) a main 
study which involved a blind review by two reviewers to 
screen the titles and abstracts to ensure inter-rater consistency, 

and (3) conflict resolution through discussions between the two 
reviewers to finalise the selection of the  full-text articles. Figure 
1 depicts the parameters used in the revised scoping review. 

We consulted six world experts through online focus group 
discussions following the scoping review. The world experts 
represented various disciplines of study: (1) mechanical 
engineering (Associate Prof. Ben Hanson; University College 
London); (2) food science (Prof. Lisa Duizer; University of 
Guelph, Canada); (3) audiology (Prof. Wayne Wilson; 
University of Queensland, Brisbane); (4) cognitive 
neuropsychology (Prof. Massimiliano Zampini; University of 
Trento, Italy); (5) a sommelier, (Chef Ferran Centelles; Director 
of BulliPedia Drinks elBullifoundation, Barcelona), and (6) 
speech pathology and audiology (Associate Prof. Mershen 
Pillay; University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa). These 
experts were purposefully selected based on their respective 
fields of expertise and the knowledge of them contributing 
collaboratively and constructively to the development of the 
study. Pillay co-author of the article, was included in the study 
as he is an expert who has developed the THRIVE framework 
and provided a perspective from a low- to middle-income 
context on the matter. The expert consultations included self-
developed semi-structured open-ended questions to promote 
dialogue between the experts. The questions focused on the 
experts’ opinions regarding food textural acoustics, its 
relevance to their respective fields and discussion relating to 
some of the published literature and scoping review findings. 
We also shared details of the methodology and results of 
phase 2 of our study. Our analysis yielded core constructs and 
considerations when studying food textural acoustics, which 
will be presented under the ‘Results and discussion’ section. 

Data analysis
We conducted two main data analyses: (1) frequency 
analysis and basic content analysis of the 11 included 
articles, and (2) thematic analysis of the 11 articles and the 
focus group discussions. We used Mendeley with Covidence 
for data management of the articles retrieved from the 

FIGURE 1: Parameters of the revised scoping review.

• Key words: 'food' AND 'sound' 
AND 'ea�ng'; 'food' AND 'sound' 
AND 'percep�on'; 'food' AND 
'sound' AND 'texture' 

• Electronic databases:
PubMed/Medline, Scopus, 
EBSCOHost, CINAHL, APA 
PsycINFO, Google Scholar

Search strategyInclusion and exclusion criteria

• Peer-reviewed, published
ar�cles only (no grey 
unpublished literature)

• Ar�cles that are available in 
English only

• Ar�cles published within the past 
40 years (i.e. 1980–2020) 

• Refers to food sounds (as a result 
of the breakage of food) on the 
process of ea�ng/drinking OR on 
the percep�on of ea�ng/drinking 

• Reviews the literature OR fully 
demonstrates the methodology 
of studying food sounds (as a 
result of the breakage of foods) 
on ea�ng or drinking OR on the 
percep�on of ea�ng or drinking
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review. We identified the bibliographic coverage of the 11 
included articles by conducting frequency analysis of 
author names, year, knowledge fields and affiliation 
(journal). We also conducted a basic content analysis to 
identify and tabulate the frequently occurring constructs, 
methodologies used and overall findings. The primary 
researcher transcribed the data verbatim from the 
consultation phase. We conducted member checking to 
improve the trustworthiness and validity of the data (Birt, 
Scott, Cavers, Campbell, & Walter, 2016). This was 
performed by sending out the audio recordings and 
transcripts of the online focus group discussions to the 
experts via email. All the experts confirmed that the 
transcripts were a fair reflection of the focus group 
discussions. We employed thematic analysis by Braun and 
Clarke (2006) to analyse the 11 included articles and focus 
group discussions. Thematic analysis was used to provide a 
rich account of the data and to develop themes. As per the 
process of thematic analysis, we conducted substantive and 
axial coding of the raw data using the computer analysis 
software NVivo 12 to reveal codes. Subsequently, we 
formulated categories, concepts and developed themes. 

Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the University of KwaZulu-
Natal Biomedical Research Ethics Committee (BREC). Ethical 
clearance number: BF152/19.

Results and discussion
In relation to the stated objective, to investigate the sensibility 
of food textural acoustics as a construct to understand eating 
for individuals with dysphagia, the results and discussion 
will be presented under the following two headings: (1) 
PRISMA-ScR results and bibliographic coverage findings of 
the 11 included articles, and (2) overview of core concepts and 
considerations related to food textural acoustics and eating. 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
reviews and Meta-analyses extension for 
Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) results and 
bibliographic coverage findings of the 11 
included articles
There were 1439 articles identified in the initial search 
across the seven databases. After 741 duplicates were 
removed, both reviewers independently screened 228 
articles. Appendix 3 depicts the results of the PRISMA-ScR 
and the bibliographic information of the 11 included 
articles. The results revealed that there were seven research 
studies and four narrative reviews. The studies were 
conducted over 2004–2017, with the majority of the studies 
(seven out of 11) conducted in the United Kingdom and the 
remaining studies conducted in Italy, Japan and 
Netherlands. Of the 11 articles, only one article was 
conducted in the field of speech and swallowing. Spence 
(field of experimental psychology) conducted a majority of 
studies (six out of 11) independently or with other 

researchers specifically from the fields of psychology. These 
findings depict that food textural acoustics has 
predominantly been researched in the field of psychology, 
denoting that in addition to the lack of diversity in 
geography, there is a lack of diversity in discipline and 
perspective exploring this construct. 

Overview of core concepts and considerations 
related to food textural acoustics and eating
To understand these results and discussion, it is essential to 
note that in addition to the thematic analysis, we analysed 
the revised scoping review and focus group discussions data 
using the critical theory and ideology critique framework. 
We used the interrogative framework by Guba and Lincoln 
(1994), adapted by Pillay (2003), and Pillay and Kathard 
(2018). This involved three assumptions that we used to 
formulate our three core arguments:

• Ontological assumption: Ontology is the nature of 
reality. Realities are subjective and it is dependent on 
each person (Parahoo, 2014). Realities are shaped by 
social, political, cultural and economic values (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1994). 

• Epistemological assumption: Epistemology is truth bases. 
This refers to how knowledge is created and 
communicated (Denzin & Lincoln, 2017). 

• Methodological assumption: This represents the research 
strategies used by researchers to confirm what they 
believe can be known (Denzin & Lincoln, 2017).

The analysis of the revised scoping review and the online focus 
group discussions revealed the following three interconnected 
themes, which we will discuss as three core arguments:

• The sensibility of the acoustic sense.
• It does the ‘boom’ on your palate. 
• The measurement texture-lemma.

The sensibility of the acoustic sense
Eating involves multiple senses (Velasco, Carvalho, Petit, & 
Nijholt, 2016). However, acoustic properties are often 
overlooked and neglected in contributing to flavour 
perception (Spence, 2015). There were three references made 
in the included articles (A) (Article 5 (A5), A6 and A7) and 
four references during the focus group discussions regarding 
the neglect of the acoustic properties in comparison to the 
other senses. Participant 1 (P1), Hanson (a chemical engineer), 
referred to the auditory sense as the ‘hidden sense’. P4 
(Zampini, a cognitive neuropsychologist) also described the 
acoustic sense as ‘one of the most neglected modalities when 
it comes to food perception’. This correlates with the literature 
that depicts that there is a lack of focus on food textural 
acoustics and the common reference to the auditory sense as 
the ‘forgotten flavour sense’ (Spence, 2015). There has been a 
recent renaissance of interest over the past 15–20 years in 
studying the acoustic sense in cognitive psychology, 
cognitive neuroscience, food science and gastronomical 
sciences (A5, A6, A7; Spence, Reinoso-Carvalho, Velasco, & 
Wang, 2019).
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P4 further expressed that acoustic properties of food are 
rarely considered as influencing flavour perception. He 
believes that acoustics should be considered as the acoustic 
sense is a ‘relevant part of flavour experience’ and flavour 
involves more than smell and taste. Articles 2, 3 and 4 and 
article 9 made reference to auditory salience. When the 
acoustic properties of the food were modified and the texture 
remained unaltered, participants of these studies reported 
that the auditory information was more salient to them. This 
improved the participants’ ‘oral feel’ or oral somatosensation,  
perceiving the foods as harder or crispier (Spence & Zampini, 
2006). This phenomenon was also depicted by a study by 
Masuda and Okajima (2011). These studies highlight the 
possible sensible nature of food textural acoustics in eating 
through the need to foreground the auditory sense. This 
should not be surprising as evolutionary, food acoustics has 
always served as a highly salient cue of freshness and 
pleasantness of food (A6; Tunick et al., 2013; Vickers, 1983). 
This notion of auditory salience is a critical factor to consider 
in the overall experience of eating for individuals with 
dysphagia. 

It does the ‘boom’ on your palate
The analysis of the expert consultations and the 11 articles 
demonstrates six main codes that highlight the hedonic 
responses to food textural acoustics (i.e. enjoyment, positive 
feelings, intraoral sounds, food enhancement, freshness and 
texture perception). These references to the hedonic 
response to food textural acoustics were made mainly by P5 
(Centelles, a sommelier). P5’s perspective predominantly 
focused on the need to build a dish that consists of auditory 
elements. He conveyed that this is needed as it ‘enhances’ 
the dish, ‘adds another dimension’, ‘flavours get more 
intense’ and is ‘something magical’ (Figure 2). The positive 
hedonic responses to food textural acoustics correlate with 
what is evident in the literature (Tunick et al., 2013; Vickers, 
1983). These studies have reported that the characteristic of 
crispiness most strongly relates to a food’s pleasantness and 
enjoyment. A6 and Spence (2017) also depict that food 
acoustics improve the experience, pleasure and enjoyment 
of eating. 

There are differing views and methods embraced to consider 
the hedonic influence of food acoustics. The analysis of the 11 
articles and the vast literature shows that food textural 
acoustics has been focused on using a quasi-experimental 
orientation (A3, A4, A9 and A10; Masuda & Okajima, 2011). 
This involves subjectively evaluating hedonic responses 
related to the influence of food sounds on taste, freshness, 
feelings and texture perception using questionnaires (A3 and 
A4) and visual analogue scales (A1, A2 and A9). Conversely, 
P5 admitted that his perspectives are based purely on 
considering the feedback from his restaurant customers and 
their pleasure experiences. He further declared that this is 
‘not scientific at all’. In the real world, cooks and chefs are 
known to be driven by this intuition and the need to 
foreground hedonic interests to food acoustics for consumers’ 
food experience, , as shown in Figure 2. This is also present in 

the creative dishes such as the sound of the sea by one of the 
world’s famous chefs Heston Blumenthal.

The above argument depicts that similar to cooks and chefs, 
experts affiliated with the scientific fields also express the 
significance of the hedonic responses to food textural 
acoustics. P3, Duizer (a food scientist), added that from a 
sensory perspective, sounds produced when eating 
indicates the freshness of food. Despite experts from the 
scientific fields expressing the importance of the hedonic 
responses, their focus is more closely aligned with the 
literature related to how the construct of food textural 
acoustics can be studied rather than solely based on 
intuition. Thus, a disparity exists between the varying 
perspectives of experts in the field, as well as the literature 
that portrays the reductionist nature adopted in the 
scientific fields. The reductionist approach does not admit 
into its purview sound because it is difficult to measure. 
There is also the opposing view that there is a need to focus 
on the body’s response and the hedonic value that sound 
has on the experience of eating. In relation to dysphagia 
management, in addition to considering the body’s response 
to food textural acoustics, it is essential to take into account 
premorbid food preferences and hedonic responses. Food 
palatability or positive hedonic response to foods are 
known to increase food intake, appetite and overall nutrition 
(A4; McCrickerd & Ford, 2016).

The measurement texture-lemma
Dysphagia practitioners view food and drink using a 
textural or rheological lens when recommending diet 
textural modifications. Traditionally in dysphagia science, 
dysphagia management has perpetuated a biomedical 
perspective. This perspective predominantly focuses on 
down modifications to make food safer for consumption to 
prevent choking and aspiration risks (i.e. moving from 
Level 6 or 7 to Level 3 or 4 based on the International 
Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative framework) 
(Cichero et al., 2013; Cichero et al., 2017; IDDSI, 2019). This 
is possibly to prevent litigation issues arising from patient 
fatalities. Furthermore, the literature on dysphagia 
assessment and practice was mainly produced in the global 
north, promoting specific ontological viewpoints (nature of 
realities). This makes it difficult for the global south to 
adopt these viewpoints in practice as these contexts may be 
confounded by economic and social challenges such as 
reduced access to practitioner expertise and these 
assessment and management measures (Andrews & Pillay, 
2017; Ostrofsky & Seedat, 2016).

‘I have selected a dish that we serve in our restaurant that is quite influenced by
these sounds …at that �me we used to do a dessert called “chocolate in textures”
and crunchiness was there and was the main factor driving the palatability of this
dish … you know, when you eat something and it just explodes on your palate …
but it is quite interes�ng, this sound of something exploding – doing the “boom”
on your palate … The coffee was (also) crunchy, the creaminess ... (it) had this
sort of explosion on your palate ... very complex.’ (P5)

FIGURE 2: Box display of an excerpt from the consultation with participant 5 
depicting hedonic response to food textural acoustics. 

http://www.sajcd.org.za
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We acknowledge that rheology is vital to foreground in diet 
textural modification as rheological properties of food 
contribute to swallowing. For instance, studies by Newman, 
Vilardell, Clavé and Speyer (2016) and Hadde, Cichero, Zhao 
Chen and Chen (2019) have depicted that rheological 
properties influence lingual pressure patterns, flow rate of 
the bolus, timing of the pharyngeal phase and swallow 
safety. Despite the documented benefits of diet textural 
modification, it should be noted that when texture or 
rheological properties of food are modified, the sensory and 
proprioceptive properties (i.e. visual, olfactory, tactile and 
acoustic properties) are also modified. This may lead to 
reduced enjoyment of the overall experience of eating. This 
makes it necessary to consider the holistic and complex 
nature of eating (i.e. textural and its associated acoustic 
properties), even in the management of individuals with 
dysphagia. This will be further elaborated on below. 

Multisensory and cross-modal nature of food: Articles 2–11 
and the expert consultations with P1, P4, P5 and P6 revealed 
two codes related to the complex nature of eating (i.e. 
multisensory and/or cross-modal integration) (Knöeferle & 
Spence, 2012). Argument one (sensibility of the acoustic sense) 
points to the sensibility of food textural acoustics as a construct 
to understand eating. Due to the complex nature of eating, it 
poses a methodological dilemma of measuring a specific sense 
like acoustics. P1, P4, P5 and P6 expressed that it will be 
challenging to study food acoustics as a single construct as 
‘sound does not come alone…very tightly and close to texture 
and some other sensations…really complex topic’ (P5). P2, 
Wilson (an audiologist), also highlighted the intricacy of the 
processing of auditory stimuli. He described, ‘It (auditory 
processing) is not linear or unidirectional’, and it involves complex 
processes (i.e. various pattern matching and neural responses). 
The articles and the experts are in agreement with the literature 
that promotes the ontological appreciation of the notion of the 
complexity of eating as multisensory. A total of five articles 
(A2, A5, A6, A7 and A9) and two experts (P3 and P4) stated 
that acoustic properties of food have both air-conduction and 
bone-conduction influences, which further compounds this 
methodological dilemma (Christensen & Vickers, 1991; 
Dacremont, 1995; Dacremont & Colas, 1993; Duizer, 2001) 
(Figure 3).

Despite the acknowledgment of the complexity and 
interconnectedness of eating, empirical science and 
reductionist approaches have been adopted to study the 
auditory sense by isolating it (Endo, Ino, & Fujisaki, 2016, 
2017; Masuda, Yamaguchi, Arai, & Okajima, 2008). This 
includes the use of data collection tools such as microphones 
with headphones (A2, A3, A4, A8, A9 and A10) and surface 
electrodes to detect mastication behaviours (A3 and A4). This 
reductionist science pulls out and manipulates the auditory 
cues in terms of its components (i.e. pitch, loudness and/or 
frequency and temporal factors) and it utilises such methods 
to gather information regarding the body’s responses. P6, 
Pillay (a speech pathologist and audiologist), expressed that 
isolating a sense is ‘artificial and sanitised that it actually 

takes away from the natural event (of eating) itself’. He 
further reported that using this type of approach becomes 
less pragmatic and less implementable in our work as 
practitioners. By virtue of the fact that eating is both 
multisensory and cross-modal, eating needs to be understood 
holistically. Studying eating by isolating the various senses 
may be of value (such as those conducted by the studies 
described above); however, it is counteractive. We need to 
acknowledge this blind spot and rethink this paradigm when 
studying the construct. P6 voiced that he believes that the 
difficulty in measuring the construct ‘comes from the 
methodology we use, the science we use’. This will be 
discussed further below.

The soundness of positioning: The results of the expert 
consultations exposed three primary codes related to 
positioning of food textural acoustics (i.e. bias, variety of 
perspectives and knowledge fields, and the culture of the 
science that we follow). Varying perspectives emerged from 
the expert consultations and this illuminated the notion of 
memetics. Memetics theoretically originates from the central 
concept of a meme (unit of cultural evolution and selection), 
conceptualised by Richard Dawkins in 1977 (Tyler, 2011). We 
have operationalised the notion of memetics in this study as 
the way in which ideas have been generated across time and 
space (Castaño Díaz, 2013; Dawkins, 1977). P4 stated that he 
felt ‘comfortable’ with the science that he uses. P2 and P6 had 
an overt discussion of the science. P2 indicated at the onset 
that his thoughts reflect his biases of understanding auditory 
processing from more of a bottom-up perspective (‘that goes 
from outer ear to middle ear to inner ear to cochlear nerve, to 
cochlear nucleus… station by station up the pathway’). This 
was because of his profession and retreat to topics that he is 
more comfortable with. This bottom-up perspective correlates 
with A5 and A7 which reviews highly controlled laboratory-
based studies, and the literature that acknowledges more 
epistemological variations that come from quasi-experimental 
or positivistic frameworks (Endo et al., 2016, 2017; Masuda 
et al., 2008). Despite P2’s stated professional bias, he 
questions certain scientific basis and encourages that auditory 
processing be understood from a more top-down perspective. 

Measurement
texture-lemma

Visual Olfactory Gustatory Tac�le

Air-
conduc�on

sounds

Bone-
conduc�on

sounds

Ea�ng 

Mul�sensory and
cross-modal Food textural acous�cs

Auditory

FIGURE 3: Diagram showing the complexity of eating and studying food textural 
acoustics.
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This includes consideration of the influence of higher-order 
functions such as expectation and memory (Spence, 2015; 
Piqueras-Fiszman, 2020; Sakai, 2020). Similarly, we need to 
consider these higher-order functions during eating and also 
for those with dysphagia (i.e. premorbid food preferences, 
and anticipation for consumption and subsequent memories 
of food experiences) (A6). 

It is crucial to acknowledge the methodological dilemma 
(i.e. the complexity of eating because of its multisensory 
and cross-modal nature) and approach used  when 
studying the construct of food textural acoustics. This may 
assist in conceptualising and developing innovative 
methods of studying the construct. Isolating a sense may 
not be the most ideal approach. P6, a South African–based 
practitioner proposed, ‘our mission is to look at inventing 
or imagining a new science that can help us take this 
(construct) forward’. The multisensory nature of eating 
with the consideration of the textural, and its associated 
acoustic, properties should be foregrounded in the 
assessment and management of individuals with 
dysphagia. P6 further expressed:

‘We work in a low socio-economic context. And a lot of the 
people we work with (individuals with dysphagia) do not have 
enough healthcare services to help... So we want to invest in 
developing foods that are in and of themselves maximally 
therapeutic… for its impact on the swallow mechanism. If sound 
is one of the other ingredients we can put into it (dysphagia 
diets), then that is why we want to develop it.’ (P6, Pillay, Speech 
Pathologist and Audiologist )

‘Illuminators’ and implications for the field 
of dysphagia
The above three intersecting arguments illustrate that the 
construct of food textural acoustics may be sensible to 
investigate as it is supported from both a practice and 
theoretical perspective and from the focus of empirical-based 
and ecological studies. Why have we not sufficiently 
researched and factored food textural acoustics and its 
potential therapeutic and hedonic benefits into dysphagia 
practice? We are more focused on diet textural modifications 
such as recommending softened foods and the use of 
commercial food thickeners. This often results in 
undernutrition, reduced quality of life, poor compliance and 
frequent hospitalisations because of recurrent aspiration 
pneumonia (O’Keeffe, 2018; Shune & Namasivayam-
MacDonald, 2020; Swan et al., 2015). Are we solely concerned 
with food safety, rather than with rehabilitating swallowing 
and improving overall quality of life? Are we treating the 
condition of dysphagia instead of the whole individual? 

The research across the fields of psychology, cognitive 
neuroscience, gastronomical sciences and marketing has 
depicted the influence of food acoustics on behaviour and 
perception (Callan et al., 2018; Carvalho et al., 2016; 
Höchenberger & Ohla, 2019; Kantono et al., 2018; Spence, 
2015, 2017). How can we understand the influence of food 

textural acoustics on the body’s physiological response for 
dysphagia management? A few illuminators exist to connect 
this construct of food textural acoustics to dysphagia. 
However, two will be discussed below.

Studies by Endo et al. (2016, 2017) have investigated the 
influence of altered auditory feedback of chewing sounds, 
which resembled a crunchy sound on the perception of food 
texture. The results revealed that in addition to positively 
influencing palatability and taste, this pseudo-chewing 
sound had an influence on the perception of food texture (i.e. 
perceiving the texture as stiff and rougher). This influence 
was present even in the absence of the actual crunchy oral 
sensation. This technique may be used to improve the texture 
perception and hedonic responses to texturally modified 
foods for individuals with dysphagia, without changing the 
actual texture of the foods. A second illuminator is the 
possible therapeutic benefit of ‘up-modifications’ (i.e. moving 
from lower Level 4 to Level 6 on the IDDSI framework) (refer 
to Pillay [2013] for further explanation). This involves the use 
of transitional foods for individuals with dysphagia. 
Transitional foods (also known as solid meltable foods) refer 
to foods that change rapidly by melting when it comes into 
contact with body temperature, becoming easier to chew and 
swallow (Cichero et al., 2017). An example in the South 
African context is the Bakers Blue Label® Marie Biscuit. The 
most recent version of the IDDSI framework includes 
transitional foods that span across the pyramid. Research has 
shown the benefit of transitional foods in the paediatric 
populations, especially for those with less mature or 
underdeveloped sensorimotor systems for mastication 
(Dovey, Aldridge, & Martin, 2013; Gisel, 1991). This offers 
some promise for the adult population. A study by Barewal, 
Shune, Ball and Kosty (2020) demonstrated that it is necessary 
to consider the use of transitional foods like Savorease and the 
EAT-Bar, which are two commercially available transitional 
foods. These transitional foods may provide improved eating 
pleasure and nutrition for individuals on texturally modified 
foods (Barewal et al., 2020). Snack foods and finger foods like 
the Savorease require minimal chewing that may benefit 
masticatory muscle strength and cognition for individuals 
with dysphagia (Barewal et al., 2020). These studies described 
above provide a strong evidence to support the development 
of more ‘sensory-responsive foods’, as per the THRIVE 
programme, because of their improved pleasure and 
potential therapeutic benefit.

Study critique 
We used multiple data sources (i.e. revised scoping review, 
online consultation phase and reference to published data) 
and data analysis methods. This was used as a means of 
triangulation to improve the credibility and trustworthiness 
of the study. The inclusion of a pilot study and a blind review 
prior to and during the scoping review aided with establishing 
data credibility. We acknowledge the limitations associated 
with the scoping review methodology. For instance, the 
search terms and databases chosen might have resulted in 
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some relevant articles being overlooked. However, we used a 
rigorous method for data collection to alleviate this potential 
limitation. The co-author of this study acted as a supervisor 
and as an informant during the expert consultations. While 
this may appear to be bias, he was included as this study 
followed a hermeneutic paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 
This involved including individuals’ opinions as a way of 
acknowledging that multiple realities exist and foregrounding 
and celebrating subjectivities (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Pillay & 
Kathard, 2018). Following the expert consultations, we also 
conducted member checking to promote trustworthy and 
credible data (Birt et al., 2016; Cope, 2014).

Conclusion
This study has synthesised the literature, especially from 1980 
to 2020, and views from world experts from various fields. The 
results of this study depict the possible sensibility of food 
textural acoustics as a construct to understand eating for 
individuals with dysphagia. We have highlighted auditory 
salience numerous times throughout the article with the need 
to change the rhetoric of sound the ‘forgotten flavour sense’ 
(Spence, 2015) to the ‘celebrated flavour sense’. Thoughts 
influence practice. We hope that this article inspires researchers 
and practitioners to think differently by using texture, and its 
associated acoustic, properties such as the use of transitional 
foods as a way to reimagine dysphagia practice. This study 
may drive us to develop novel ways of approaching this 
construct and to explore its potential clinical applicability for 
individuals with dysphagia. This may be particularly 
contextually responsive to those individuals with dysphagia 
from low- to middle-income contexts such as South Africa and 
Brazil, where food security and food sovereignty are a concern. 
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Appendix 2
History of the study

Appendix 1
TABLE 1-A1: Established fields that have alluded to food textural acoustics.
Fields Reference 

Engineering and physical sciences (Chemistry) Acoustic Rheology: (Peleg, 2017; Zadeike et al., 2018)
Food science Drake (1965) was the pioneer in investigating and noting the relationship between the auditory sense in texture perception and 

described this as textural acoustics. 
Duizer (2001): Food acoustic classification system (crispy, crunchy and crackly)

Gastronomical sciences Food marketing and packaging (Spence, 2016; Wang & Spence, 2019)
Cognitive neurosciences Music: 

(Carvalho et al., 2016; Kantono et al., 2016; Kantano et al., 2018)   
Background sounds:
(Callan, Callan, & Ando, 2018; Lowe, Rigler, & Haws, 2018; Rahne, Köppke, Nehring, Plontke, & Fischer, 2018; Trautmann, Meier- 
Dinkel, Gertheiss, & Mörlein, 2017) 

Dysphagia sciences Textural modifications: 
(Cichero, 2018; Cichero et al., 2017; De Villiers et al., 2019; IDDSI, 2019; Swan et al., 2015) 

FIGURE 1-A2: The broader study involved three main phases (initial exploration, pilot study and sensibility exploration). Phase 3 formed the primary focus of this article.

Phase 1: Ini�al explora�on
• Narra�ve review of exis�ng literature 

and research gaps
• Consul�ng studies and contribu�ons 

part of the THRIVE project (De Villiers 
et al., 2019; Kolanisi, Du Preez,  Pillay, 
Flack, & Khowa, 2020; Lakhi, 
Mafuleka, Naby, & Pillay, 2019; 
Mabaso et al., 2018)

• Personal communica�ons and 
collegial interac�ons

Phase 2: Pilot study
• Explora�on of swallow responses 

(physiological and perceptual) to 
food textural acous�cs
*Refer to (Karani, 2021) for the    
details of development

Phase 3: Sensibility explora�on
• Revised scoping review
• Expert consulta�ons

FIGURE 2-A2: Self-developed protocols and tools associated with phase 2.

1. Modified Videofluoroscopic
Swallowing Study (VFSS)

protocol and Modified
Surface Electromyography

(sEMG) study protocol

• Ini�al review of the literature – Braun and Clarke's (2006) thema�c analysis – with a set of parameters reviewed seven 
�mes

• Protocols developed by adap�ng standardised VFSS protocols by Logemann (1993) and the American College of 
Radiology (2014), and sEMG guidelines by Steele et al. (2012)

• Parameters confirmed by expert consulta�ons (Food Science and Speech Pathology)
• A total of 10 physiological swallow parameters were finalised 

2. Sensory masking protocol

• Narra�ve review of the literature 
• Consulta�on with studies part of THRIVE  (Lakhi et al., 2019)
• Consulta�on with audiology field experts 
• Principles from auditory masking (air-conduc�on and bone-conduc�on)
• Mul�sensory ea�ng principles from the field of cogni�ve psychology

3. Food item selec�on and
development protocol

• Acous�c and textural proper�es, and classifica�on by Vickers (1983, 1985) and Duizer (2001)
• Expert consulta�ons from the field of food science
• Principles from Food Science 
• Texturally hard and so� foods based on the Interna�onal Dysphagia Diet Standardisa�on Ini�a�ve guidelines (IDDSI, 2019) 
• Laboratory trials and home kitchen trials

4. Perceptual
ques�onnaires

 • Consulting a study part of THRIVE (Lakhi et al., 2019)
 • Literature review on the psychology of perception and hedonism (pleasure) to develop scales
 • Food classification questionnaire based on tenets of sensory panels in food science 
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Appendix 3

Appendix 4

FIGURE 1-A3: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
analyses extension for Scoping Review (PRISMA-ScR) flow diagram results.
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Records a�er duplicates
removed (n = 698)

Records screened
(n = 228) 

Records excluded a�er �tle
and abstract screened

(n = 135)

Full-text ar�cles assessed
for eligibility (n = 17) 

Full-text ar�cles excluded
(n = 6)

Studies included in the
quan�ta�ve and qualita�ve

analysis (n = 11)
Research studies = 7/11
Narra�ve reviews = 4/11

(Ar�cle 5, 6, 7, 11)

n = 6 ar�cles were
excluded for these

reasons:
- No full-text available

(no access)
- Did not meet the
inclusion criteria

(explored the non-food
related acous�c s�muli)

TABLE 1-A4: Bibliographic data of the 11 included articles.  
Article number Title Author/s Year Location in which 

the study was 
conducted 

Knowledge field Affiliation (Journal)

1 Does listening to the sound of yourself 
chewing increase your enjoyment of 
food? 

Amos et al. 2006 United Kingdom Speech and 
Swallowing Research 

Annals of General 
Psychiatry

2 Effects of the sound of the bite on apple 
perceived crispness and hardness. 

Demattè et al. 2014 Italy Psychology and 
Cognitive Science

Food Quality and 
Preference

3 The effect of a crunchy pseudo-chewing 
sound on perceived texture of softened 
foods. 

Endo et al. 2016 Japan Industrial Science 
and Technology 

Physiology & 
Behavior

4 Texture-dependent effects of pseudo-
chewing sound on perceived food 
texture and evoked feelings in response 
to nursing care foods. 

Endo et al. 2017 Japan Industrial Science 
and Technology

Appetite

5 Auditory contributions to flavour 
perception and feeding behaviour. 

Spence 2012 United Kingdom Experimental 
Psychology 

Physiology & 
Behavior

6 Eating with our ears: assessing the 
importance of the sounds of 
consumption on our perception and 
enjoyment of multisensory flavour 
experiences. 

Spence 2015 United Kingdom Experimental 
Psychology

Flavour

7 The influence of auditory cues on the 
perception of, and responses to, food 
and drink. 

Spence and Shankar 2010 United Kingdom Experimental 
Psychology 

Journal of Sensory 
Studies

8 The influence of auditory and visual 
information on the neuromuscular 
control of chewing crispy food. 

Van der Bilt, 
Pocztaruk, Frasca, 
Van der Glas, and 
Abbink

2011 Netherlands
Brazil

Oral-Maxillofacial 
Surgery, 
Prosthodontics and 
Special Dental Care
Faculty of Dentistry 

European Journal of 
Oral Sciences

9 The role of auditory cues in modulating 
the perceived crispness and staleness of 
potato chips. 

Zampini and Spence 2004 United Kingdom Experimental 
Psychology 

Journal of Sensory 
Studies

10 Modifying the multisensory perception 
of a carbonated beverage using auditory 
cues. 

Zampini and Spence 2005 United Kingdom Experimental 
Psychology 

Food Quality and 
Preference

11 Assessing the role of sound in the 
perception of food and drink. 

Zampini and Spence 2010 United Kingdom 
Italy 

Experimental 
Psychology 
Cognitive Sciences

Chemosensory 
Perception
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